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ABSTRACT 

2, 
The reaction H (p,pn)p has been studied at bombarding 

energies of 5.0 and 9.0 Mev. by observing the break-up 

neutron in coincidence with one of the protons. The proton 

energy was measured in a surface barrier, solid state de¬ 

tector. The neutron energy was determined by its time-of- 

fllght, using the delayed proton pulse as a stop pulse for 

the Time to Pulse Height Converter. The TPH Converter pulse 

and proton pulse were then observed in slow coincidence with 

the Bonner Nuclear Laboratories' computer analyzer system. 

The efficiency of the neutron detector system for the neutron 

2 Q 
energies of interest was determined by the H (d,n)HeJ 

reaction, using the same configuration. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The basic quest of nuclear physics is for an under¬ 

standing of the nature and properties of nuclear inter¬ 

actions; however, the theory of nuclear interactions is 

presently in an embryonic form even for the simplest of 

nuclear systems. Several theories have been proposed and 

have met with varying degrees of success in explaining ex¬ 

perimental observations. Thus, experiments capable of test¬ 

ing the merits or shortcomings of one or more of the various 

theories have become of fundamental importance. 

It is possible to obtain information concerning the 

reaction mechanism of a nuclear system which breaks up into 

three particles in the final state by measuring in coinci¬ 

dence the energies of two of the final reaction particles at 

determined emission angles. Techniques have been developed 

and successfully applied to such three-body breakup reactions 

1-4) 
when the detected particles are charged, and it is the 

purpose of this research to develop the experimental tech¬ 

niques necessary for the extension of three-body breakup 

analysis to cases where one of the detected particles is a 

neutron. Extension of the method to situations where two 

neutrons are detected should then be straightforward. 

For developing and testing the techniques, the re- 
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2 
action H (p,pn)p was selected due to the following five fac¬ 

tors: (a) it is the simplest three-body breakup reaction 

allowing the detection of a neutron and charged particle in 

coincidence; (b) the reaction has been investigated using 

three-body breakup coincidence techniques and detecting the 

two reaction protons, thus allowing a check on techniques de¬ 

veloped in this research; (c) the results of the present in¬ 

vestigation might supplement the previous findings; (d) the 

same target can be used to determine experimentally the neu¬ 

tron detection efficiency by considering the two-body 
2 o 

reaction H (d,n)HeJ; (e) it is planned to eventually apply 

three-body breakup analysis to the similar reaction H (n,2n)p 

in search of a possible state of the di-neutron. 

Theoretical considerations have been limited to non- 

relativistic classical mechanics, and the kinematically al¬ 

lowed solutions for the three-body breakup were determined 

in the form of a plot of the energy of one of the detected 

particles versus that of the other. The distribution along 

the curve will be determined by the mode of decay. One 

expects a continuous distribution should the reaction pro¬ 

ceed via simultaneous three-body breakup and some structure 

should it proceed via sequential decay; however, there is 

the possibility that the sequential decay mode is through 

a broad intermediate state such that it cannot be easily 
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distinguished from the distribution expected for simultane¬ 

ous breakup. Under suitable limitations, the analysis may 

be limited to examining the distribution's projection along 

one of the energy axes; this method was utilized in the 

present investigation. 

Since methods of neutron detection are notoriously 

inefficient, it was necessary to determine the neutron de¬ 

tection efficiency experimentally under the same conditions 

as used to collect data. This was done by use of the reac¬ 

tion A* ,He^)n, taking the neutron and He^ particle in 

coincidence while simultaneously counting the He^ particles 

detected without the coincidence requirement. 

Proton beams of 5.0 and 9.0 Mev. and a deuteron beam 

of 3.0 Mev. were provided by the Rice University Tandem 

Van de Graaff accelerator and were incident upon a self- 

supporting deuterated polyethylene foil of approximately 
2 

100 ug/cm thickness. 
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II. THEORY 

The problem considered is that of a nucleon of labora¬ 

tory momentum PQ and mass mQ incident upon a deuteron at 

rest with respect to the laboratory system and a resulting 

reaction which leaves three separated nucleons in the final 

state (i.e., three-body breakup). Much useful information 

may be obtained from a simple kinematical solution, and the 

present chapter will be limited to such considerations. In 

the experiments to be reported, the energies involved were 

sufficiently low so that a relativistic treatment is not 

required, and the solution was simplified by requiring the 

reaction particles to lie in the same plane. The direction¬ 

al convention selected is most easily conceived by use of the 

following diagram: 

P 

% 
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where subscripts refer to the incident and final state 

nucleons, P* refer to momenta, and the angles 9 are 
^ i 

positive when measured on the indicated side of the beam 

axis. Particles 1 and 2 will hereafter be associated with 

the experimentally observed reaction products, and particle 

3 will refer to the experimentally unobserved reaction pro¬ 

duct. That all three reaction products need not be detected 

for a complete determination of the stated problem will soon 

become apparent. Representing kinetic energy by T and the 

energy required to break up the target nucleus by -Q (for the 

reaction H2(p,pn)p one has Q = -2.22471^0.00040 Mev.-^, the 

kinematical solutions are as derived in Appendix I, where it 

is found that the solutions depend upon the following two 

modes of decay: 

(a) The composite nucleus resulting from the combina¬ 

tion of Incident nucleon and target nucleus breaks up spon¬ 

taneously into the three final nucleons. 

(b) The composite nucleus breaks up by a sequential 

process in which one of the nucleons is emitted in its final 

state and the other two are emitted in a virtual state which 

in turn breaks up into the respective nucleons in their 

final states. 

For simultaneous breakup given 9-^, 9^ there are in 

general two distinct solutions for Pg for each value of P^ 
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and no dependency on 9 or P . T„ will therefore be a 

double valued function of T^. Figure 1 shows the relation¬ 

ship at bombarding energies of 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0 Mev. with 

the proton observed at 30° and the neutron at 40° . 

If the reaction proceeds via sequential decay, the 

emitted two nucleons more strongly associated with one 

another in the intermediate step will give rise to an addi¬ 

tional energy equation relating their interaction. One of 

course also has the obvious intermediate momentum relation¬ 

ships. Designating the two nucleons closely associated in 

the intermediate stage by a and b, the interaction energy by 

Ea^, and the third nucleon by g, one may calculate the inter¬ 

action energy E ^. This is done in Appendix I, and again 

there results no dependence on P^ or 9^. The allowed solu¬ 

tions will therefore be those calculated for mode (a) which 

also correspond to the intermediate interaction energy of 

the particular sequential decay mode assumed. 

Now the question arises as to what the probability 

will be for a particular solution under the assumption that 

the reaction is by simultaneous breakup. When one branch of 

the T2 versus T^ curve is eliminated, i.e. when T^ can be 

made a single valued function of T^ by limiting the values 

of Tg considered, the distribution can most easily be repre¬ 

sented by its projection along the T^ axis; and, since the 



Figure 1: Loci of possible combinations of the 

energies of the emitted proton, T^, and the 

emitted neutron, Tg, at angles of 9 =30 de- 

grees, 9 = 40 degrees relative to the incident 

proton beam. The loci shown are for bombarding 

energies of 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0 Mev. Portions 
* 

of the curves which are "cut-off" by the energy 

axes correspond to particles moving away from 

the detectors along the detector direction and 

are therefore not detected. 
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experimental conditions on the reactions observed in this 

research accomplished the aforementioned limitation, the 

breakup distribution will be considered as a function of T-^ 

and independent of T2. One expects that the breakup dis¬ 

tribution will be proportional to the volume of available 

6,7 
phase-space. Several authors have treated this problem, 

and the results will merely be quoted here: 

N(Pi* Wi, W2) probability distribution function for 

finding particle 1 in solid angle W with 

momentum between P^ and P^ + dP^ when 

particle 2 is detected in solid angle Wg. 

const, x 

N(P , W , W ) 
V 1 1 2' 

2 2 
m P P 
3 12 

(m|)(m2+ m3) + P1cos 9l2 - PQcos 92 

(Note that 9^2 is the angle between particle 1 and particle 

2 and not the convention used in Appendix I.) 

One ha s 

111 
N(P _,W. ,W_) x (_1) x const. = N(T , W , W ) 
11^ p-^ 1 1 

which corresponds to a rather continuous distribution along 

the To versus T curve and gives the distribution as demon- 

strated in Figure 2 for the projection along the axis. 



Figure 2: Calculated phase-space distribution for 

a proton bombarding energy of 9*0 Mev. for the 
2 

reaction H (p,pn)p and -©- = -9 = 40° . The solid 
' ' P n 

angles used were 4.20 x 10”^ str. for the proton 

detector and 1.55 x 10"3 str. for the neutron de¬ 

tector, which corresponds to the neutron detector 

being placed at 100 cm. from the center of the 

chamber 
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Thus, for a given three-body breakup reaction one 

would expect a continuous distribution along the versus 

T-j_ curve if the process was by simultaneous breakup. On the 

other hand, one expects peaking (higher probability) on regions 

of the T versus T curve associated with a realized mode of 

sequential decay. It is possible, of course, that the inter¬ 

mediate state may be so broad as to make it difficult to dis¬ 

tinguish it from the continuous distribution of the simul¬ 

taneous breakup mode. To obtain the relative importance of 

the peaking effect, one may divide out the continuous simul¬ 

taneous decay contribution by taking the ratio of the measured 

curve density to the calculated phase-space distribution. 

Therefore, the possible modes of reaction are kinematically 

distinguishable and should lend themselves to experimental 

verification. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

During this investigation, proton and deuteron beams 

were provided by the Rice University Tandem Van de Graaff 

Accelerator and were Incident upon a target consisting of 

a thin deuterated polyethylene foil of approximately 100 
2 

ug/cm with the hydrogen content of polyethylene ((C^H^X) 

being 98.3$ and 1.7% . This corresponded to a beam 

energy loss of about 8.0 kev. for 9.0 Mev. protons. Prepara¬ 

tion of the foils was the same as that used by Simpson."^ 

Beam currents had to be limited to 150 nanoamps, or less to 

prevent target damage. 

The scattering chamber employed is shown schematically 

in Figure 3. Two solid-state counter-holder arms are arranged 

to move Independently in the horizontal plane containing the 

incident beam, though only one of these was required for the 

present experiment. A double crosshair arrangement free to 

rotate about the chamber center and in the aforementioned 

horizontal plane was attached to the outside of the chamber. 

Thus, the neutron detector could be optically set for any 

desired angle, to within -0.5° > and the solid-state detec¬ 

tors could be set to within £(5.1° but were limited to an 

operating range of 9 greater than 22° and less than 158° due 

to chamber dimensions. 

After passing through a target which is placed at the 



Figure 3: The scattering chamber employed is 

shown schematically.. The chamber is of brass, 

with cylindrical sidewalls 1/8" thick, top plate 

3/8" thick, and bottom plate 1/4" thick. The 

proton beam is defined by a telescope of two 

l/l6" circular apertures in gold discs. One is 

placed 7" and the other 10.5" in front of the 

chamber beam entrance port. An antiscattering 

slit consisting of a 3/32" aperture in a tan¬ 

talum disc is placed 3.5" in front of the same 

entrance port. 

Legend: 

A Charged particle detector-holder and arm 

B Target holder 

C Gold disc with l/l6" aperture 

D Tantalum disc with 3/32" aperture 

E Faraday cup 

F Crosshair indicators and arm 

G Graduated angular scale 
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center of the chamber and perpendicular to the incident beam 

axis, the proton beam is collected in a Faraday cup con¬ 

sisting of a gold disc insert in a brass plate at the rear 

of the chamber. The Faraday cup is insulated from the rest 

of the chamber by a nylon plate and nylon screws, thus 

allowing the beam current to be integrated. The Faraday cup 

may also be initially removed to permit optically setting 

the zero positions of the solid-state and neutron detectors. 

For detecting the charged particles a surface barrier 

solid-state (Molechem, Inc.) charge particle' detector was 

employed whose efficiency for detection of charged particles 

may be taken as 100$ compared with other limitations im¬ 

posed in the experiment, i.e. circuitry, neutron counter 

efficiency, etc. The solid-state detector was encased in a 

holder provided with a telescope arrangement of circular 

apertures in tantalum discs. This defined the solid angle 

subtended by the detector at the center of the chamber and 

eliminated detection of particles scattered from points 

other than the target spot. 

The neutron detector employed was a cylindrical Pilot 

B crystal 2" in height and having a base 1.75" in diameter. 

The scintillator characteristics are as follows: pulse 

height 68$ of anthracene, decay time 2.1 nanosec., 100$ 

hydrocarbon, specific gravity 1.02, and atomic ratio H/C of 
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1.10. This scintillator was mounted on an Amprex 56AVP 

photomultiplier tube such that the base was parallel to the 

tube surface and perpendicular to the previously mentioned 

horizontal plane containing the proton beam axis . The crystal 

and photomultiplier tube assembly was magnetically shielded 

and encased in an aluminum cylindrical container having walls 

l/l6" thick. Lead shielding l/l6" thick was then placed 

around the container so as to reduce the effects of soft 

gamma rays . 

The coincidence requirement eliminated the use of 

large amounts of shielding for the neutron detector; however, 

it was observed that as the incident proton energy was in¬ 

creased the contribution of background neutrons and gamma 

rays from the beam defining slits increased such that, in 

some cases, it became desirable to place as much as 2" of 

lead between the chamber collimator and the neutron detector. 

Such shielding, however, was never in the path of the solid 

angle under consideration. 

Since it was desired to obtain data in the form of a 

two-parameter presentation where the effects of accidental 

coincidences resulting from elastic scattering and other 

reactions in the target could be more easily and accurately 

subtracted and where the information could be projected as 

previously described, some measure of the proton and neutron 
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energles was required. Detection of the proton and measure¬ 

ment of its energy was easily accomplished with the surface 

barrier, charged-particle detector; however, measurements of 

the neutron were more complicated. The neutron was detected 

by the scintillator and photomultiplier assembly described 

above, and a measure of its energy was obtained by time of 

flight techniques. The neutron time of flight is related to 

its energy by the relation®^ 

where Tg is the neutron kinetic energy measured in Mev. The 

data will thus be collected in the form of a two-parameter 

plot of neutron time-of-flight versus proton energy, and no 

recalculations are necessary since the essential result is 

axis—and this remains unchanged by the above change in data 

collection method. For measuring the neutron time-of-flight, 

the Time to Pulse Height Converter developed in the Rice 

University Bonner Nuclear Laboratories by Richard Keyes was 

used. 

A block diagram of the circuitry used to collect the 

71.9 
nanosec./meter 

the projection of the distribution onto the T , or proton 

two-parameter data is shown in Figure 4. The proton beam is 

incident on the deuterated polyethylene target, and two of 

the reaction products are detected on opposite sides of the 



Figure A block diagram of the electronic 

circuitry used in taking the two-parameter spectra 
2 

of the reaction H (p,pn)p as described in the text. 

The arrows indicate the flow of information 

through the circuit. 



PROTON BEAM 
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beam axis. The neutron Is observed in detector 2, whose out¬ 

put Is fed directly into the Time to Pulse Height Converter 

to act as the "start" pulse. A reaction proton is observed 

in detector 1, whose output is fed through a charge sensitive, 

low-noise preamplifier (Tennelec Model 100A) and then broken 

into three branches. One branch goes through a fast solid- 

state amplifier (Hewlett Packard Model 462A) and to the Time 

to Pulse Height Converter via variable delay cables to serve 

as the "stop" pulse. Another branch goes through a Cosmic 

Radiation Laboratories Model 901 linear amplifier and thence 

into two COSMIC coincidence modules (Modules A and C in 

Figure 4). The third branch goes through a Hamner linear 

amplifier and then to the Rice University computer-analyzer 

system (1000 x 1000 two-parameter or single parameter ana¬ 

lyzer) as one of the analyzer input pulses. The Time to 

Pulse Height Converter output is broken Into two branches. 

One goes through a Hamner amplifier and into the computer- 

analyzer system as the other analyzer input signal. The 

other branch goes through a COSMIC amplifier to COSMIC co¬ 

incidence module B. The COSMIC coincidence circuits are 

capable of forming either fast or slow coincidences; how¬ 

ever, those used in this experiment were all taken in the 

slow mode with approximately 1 usee, resolving times. The 

reason for this choice was that delay differences between 
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the neutron and charged particle detectors were to be set 

as high as 150 nanosec. for time-of-flight measurements; so 

the slower coincidence mode was necessary. Modules A and B 

were used to form a coincidence signal to serve as the gating 

pulse for the computer-analyzer and also for a Nuclear Data 

analyzer whose use will be described shortly. Module C was 

used in self-coincidence with a window set around the elastic 

protons from p on d to give a pulse which was then scaled by 

a monitor counter. 

During the preliminary calibrations, it was necessary 
2 3 to observe the neutron spectrum from the reaction H (d,n)HeJ 

while simultaneously using the computer-analyzer system to 

observe the He^ peak in both free and coincidence modes. 

This was accomplished by taking an additional branch direct 

from the neutron detector, putting it through a Hamner ampli¬ 

fier and into a Nuclear Data pulse height analyzer while 

using the coincidence signal between Modules A and B as the 

gating pulse. 

Several preliminary calibrations and measurements were 

necessary prior to taking two-parameter spectra of the 
2 

H (p,pn)p reaction, and these were most conveniently carried 
2 3 

out with the two-body reaction H (d,n)He , which has a Q 

value of 3.26844*0.00042 Mev.^ A deuteron bombarding energy 

of 3.0 Mev. proved to be optimum due to chamber limitations 
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on the solid-state detector angle and to the kinematical 

features of the possible d on d reaction modes. Figure 5 

displays the kinematical relationships for the various two- 

body reactions at a deuteron bombarding energy of 3.0 Mev. 

Since it is a two-body reaction, H (d,n)HeJ provides 

a source of monoenergetic neutrons when coincidence is re- 
3 

quired between the observed neutron and He particle. Thus, 

one can experimentally determine the absolute efficiency of 

the detection system for a given neutron energy by simul- 
•5 

taneously taking spectra of the HeJ particles in the free 

and the coincident modes at the appropriate neutron and 

charged particle detector angles. The efficiency will be 
3 3 

given by the ratio of the He coincident peak to the He free 

peak. One must, of course, assure that all neutrons corres- 
3 

ponding to the He particles detected in the charged particle 

detector are emitted within the solid angle subtended by the 

neutron counter. This was done throughout the measurements. 

Limitations on the obtainable neutron energies by this 

method were imposed by the charged particle detector energy 

resolution (due to the finite size of the solid angle) and 

competing reaction channels. A comparison of the He^ peak 

to the elastic scattering peaks in the free mode and in the 

coincident mode is given by Figure 6. 

As neutron energies below 2.5 Mev. were not available 



Figure 5- The energy versus angle of detection 

(lab) for the various two-body reactions from 

d + d at a bombarding energy of 3.0 Mev. 



ME V. 

D + D 



I 

Figure 6; A comparison of the He^ peak from 

the reaction d(d5He^)n to the elastic 

scattering peaks for the circuitry used in 

the free mode and in the coincident mode. 

The deuteron bombarding energy was 3.0 Mev. 

and the detector angles were 9 _ = 26 6° 
He- 

9 = 110 n 

= 26.6° 3 
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under the above circumstances, It was necessary to determine 

the system bias in order that a theoretical fit and comparison 

to the experimentally determined efficiencies might be made. 

The term "system bias" is used to denote the combined effect 

of the Time to Pulse Height Converter's lower level discrimi¬ 

nation placed on the "start" signal from the photomultiplier 

tube and any other electronic biasing (discrimination) placed 

on the neutron or Converter signals. The TPH Converter's 

discrimination was the dominant one in this experiment so 

that other effects may be neglected. While simultaneously 

performing the measurements of absolute efficiencies described 

above, the system bias was determined by obtaining the recoil 

proton pulse height spectrum in the neutron detector corres- 
2 3 

ponding to neutrons from the H (d,n)He reaction with coinci¬ 

dence requirements. Figures 7 and 8 display typical recoil 

proton spectra so obtained. From these spectra, calculations 

as described in Appendix II for the recoil proton integral 

spectra allow one to determine the neutron energy versus 

maximum detector pulse height output relationship. Figure 9 

is such an integral spectrum, and Figure 10 is the graph of 

neutron energy versus detector maximum pulse height output 

(in terms of analyzer channel number). One observes that 

the proton recoil spectra have a lower cut-off at about 

channel 8 or 10, which corresponds to approximately 550 kev. 



Figures 7-8• Recoil proton spectra corres¬ 

ponding to various nonoenergetic neutrons from 
3 

the reaction d(d,n)He obtained as described 

in the text. Spectra corresponding to 

neutron energies of 2.39, 2.68, 3.01, 4.04, 

and 4.27 Mev. are presented. 
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Figure 9° Recoil proton integral spectrum 

as a function of recoil proton energy (in 

channel number) derived from the 4.04 Mev. 

neutron data of Figure 8. The intersection 

of the linear portion of the curve with the 

recoil proton energy axis provides the infor¬ 

mation as to the relationship of neutron energy 

and maximum channel number as derived in 

Appendix II, and allows construction of 

Figure 10. 
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Figure 10; The neutron detector output 

pulse height (In terms of analyzer channel 

number) versus the neutron energy. A poly¬ 

nomial least squares fit was used to fit 

the data. ChlSq. = 3.27 x 10 
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for the neutron energy. This value is therefore taken as 

the system bias level in terms of neutron energy. 

With this information, a simple theoretical calcula¬ 

tion for the neutron detection efficiencies may be carried 

through as in Appendix III and the results compared with the 

experimentally determined values. Such a comparison is 

shown in Figure 11. It should be remarked that the theoreti- 

9) 
cal curve was obtained using the experimentally determined'J 

12 
total cross-sections for n on p and n on C . It can be noted 

from Figure 11 that the experimental and theoretical values 

for the neutron detection efficiencies agree very well except 

at neutron energies above 3.5 Mev. when the experimental 

values are lower than expected. Unfortunately, an explana¬ 

tion of this disagreement at higher neutron energies cannot 

be given at this time and will require further and more de¬ 

tailed investigation. 

The linearity of the Time to Pulse Height Converter 

and the Time-of-Flight, Tg, axis for two-parameter data 

analysis was obtained by the following two methods using the 

H^(d,n)He^ reaction as a source of monoenergetic neutrons: 

(a) The neutron detector was placed 19 cm. from the 

chamber center and two parameter coincidence spectra taken 

for 4.04 Mev. neutrons and varying delay differences between 

the TPH Converter "start" and "stop" pulses. 



Figure 11: A comparison of the theoretical 

neutron detection efficiency as presented 

in the text and Appendix III and the experi¬ 

mentally determined absolute efficiency for 

neutron detection. 
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(b) With the same conditions as in (a) except that 

the delay difference was held fixed at the lowest obtainable 

value and the neutron counter distance from the chamber cen¬ 

ter was varied. 

Figure 12 presents the results of the above two methods 

and show the TPH Converter is very linear over the range of 

operation used throughout this experiment. Calibration of 

the neutron Time-of-Flight axis of the two-parameter spectra 

may be obtained from the slope of the graph of part (a). 

The Rice University computer-analyzer system has been 

checked many times in the past for linearity and has always 

been consistently linear; however, as a check on the lineari¬ 

ty and also for calibration of the T^, or charged particle, 

axis for data obtained in the two-parameter mode, free spectra 

of the d on d reactions for varying charged particle detector 

angles were obtained. Since the energies of the charged par¬ 

ticles detected from elastic scattering or two-body reactions 

are known, a plot may be made to ascertain the scale line¬ 

arity and calibration. Such plots are presented in Figures 

13 and 14, and it is seen that the scale is indeed linear as 

expected. 

Mention should also be made at this point that during 

the course of the experiment the time allowed for the use of 

the computer-analyzer system ran out, and the Nuclear Data 



Figure 12: Time-of-Flight calibration using the 

methods described in the text and the following 

two procedures: 

(a) The neutron detector was placed 19 

cm. from the chamber center and two-parameter 

coincidence spectra taken for 4.04 Mev. neutrons 

and varying delay differences between the TPH 

Converter "start" and "stop" pulses. 

(b) With the same conditions as in (a) 

except that the delay difference was held fixed at 

the lowest obtainable value and the neutron 

counter distance from the chamber was varied. 
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Figures 13-14: Single parameter spectra taken 

in the two-parameter mode with the d + d reaction 

and 3.0 Mev. bombarding energy. The detector 

angle was 25° and 60° respectively. The elastic 

and inelastic peaks observed serve to determine 

energy calibrations for the charged-particle 

axis for the H^p^pnjp data. 
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analyzer had to be used in the two parameter mode (32 x 32) 

to collect the 5.0 Mev. data. This required recalibrating 

the two-parameter axes; however, the data for the recalibra¬ 

tion will not be presented since the method has already been 

well established. 

For the 9.0 Mev. data the delay difference was set at 

150 nanosec. and the neutron detector was placed 100 cm. 

from the center of the chamber, but the neutron detector 

was placed 50 cm. from the center of the chamber for the 5.0 

Mev. data to compensate for the loss in counting rate as the 

bombarding energy decreased. 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the methods described in the pre¬ 

ceding sections to the particular reaction H^(p,pn)p re¬ 

sulted in the data presented in Figures 15 through 2i. For 

a given data point, i.e. for a given proton bombarding 

energy and a given pair of detector angles, the Information 

obtained is displayed by two figures. The first figure con¬ 

sists of a two-parameter display of the number of coincident 

counts as collected by the analyzer together with the locus 

of the kinematically possible solutions and a projection of 

the curve's population onto the T^, proton, axis. The second 

figure gives the histogram projection corrected for the neu¬ 

tron detection efficiency and the phase-space contribution. 

The correction was obtained by dividing the projected distri¬ 

bution by the product of the neutron detection efficiency 

and the phase-space contribution. The phase-space contribu¬ 

tion was calculated as previously described, and the neutron 

detection efficiency was obtained from the experimentally 

determined efficiency curve and the neutron energy kinemati¬ 

cally associated with the observed proton energy. Also 

plotted in this second figure are the possible intermediate 

state interaction energies E assuming the reaction pro- 
ab 

ceeds via a sequential decay mode. For the 9*0 Mev. data, 

a three-dimensional, isometric projection of coincident 



Figure 15; Uncorrected two-parameter spectrum 

for the H (p,pn)p reaction taken at TQ = 9.0 Mev 

and detector angles 9 = 30° . 9 = 40° . 

Figure 16; The above described data corrected 

as described In the text for phase-space 

contribution and neutron efficiency. Also 

Included are the loci of the Intermediate state 

Interactions energies E ^ assuming sequential 

decay. 

Figure 17s Uncorrected two-parameter spectrum 
2 

for the H (p,pn)p reaction taken at TQ = 9.0 Mev 

and detector angles 9=9= 40° . p n 

Figure 18; The data of Figure 17 corrected as 

described In the text for phase-space contri¬ 

bution and neutron efficiency. Also Included 

are the loci of the Intermediate state Inter¬ 

action energies Eab assuming sequential decay. 
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Figure 19; A three-dimensional, isometric 

projection of coincident counts for the 

H2(p,pn)p reaction in the Tmoveable, 

0 plane. The bombarding energy- 
moveable 

was 9.0 mev. and 9„, , was 40° . The curve 
fixed 

E indicates the locus of events pro- 
13+ 

ceeding via a sequential breakup in which 

the neutron is first emitted, leaving the 

system (1,3), di-proton state. The upper 

diagram consists of the projected data on 

the T axis for each of the observed angles, m 

Thus, the data are presented as the cross 

section plotted versus the energy of the 

proton detected in the moveable detector. 

The lower diagram is a similar diagram but 

corrected as described in the text for phase- 

space (Both have been corrected for neutron 

detection efficiency.). 
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Figure 2p; Uncorrected two-parameter 

spectrum for the H2(p5pn)p reaction taken 

at T = 5.0 Mev. and detector angles o 
9=9 = 30° . 

P n 

Figure 21; The data described above cor¬ 

rected as described in the text for phase- 

space contribution and neutron efficiency. 

Also included are the loci of the inter¬ 

mediate state interaction energies Eak 

assuming sequential decay. 
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2 
counts for the H (p*pn)p reaction in the T * 9 

moveable moveable 

plane is also given. 

It is observed that the coincident counts lie along 

the theoretical curve as expected; however* no clear evi¬ 

dence of peaking is found for the data points taken. The 

lower cut-off on the T axis corresponding to about l.l Mev. 

protons is suspected to be due to the lower discrimination 

level of the Time to Pulse Height Converter placed on the 

solid-state "stop" pulse* though no direct experiment was 

conducted to determine the cause. The discrimination levels 

of the Time to Pulse Height Converter used were extremely 

difficult to set so as to be consistent with the Converter's 

operation* and the minimum level obtainable was believed to 

have been attained. Future experiments will be conducted 

using a commercial Time to Pulse Height Converter and associ¬ 

ated pick-off units (ORTEC)* and the discrimination settings 

will not be so difficult and will be much more precise. The 

lack of peaking may be due to the detectors being set off 

the recoil deuteron axis* which would be about 60°-70° for 

a bombarding energy of 9.0 Mev. and the other detector placed 

at 30°-^O0 . Since the time remaining for actual data collec¬ 

tion was short after performing the necessary preliminary 

calibrations* it was desired to obtain in this initial in¬ 

quiry the higher counting rates available at the more 
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forward angles. 

The conclusion to be reached from this investigation 

is that the techniques employed have been correct and suc¬ 

ceed in extending three-body breakup analysis by coincidence 

and two-parameter techniques to cases where one of the de¬ 

tected particles is a neutron. It is, of course, clear that 

these techniques admit further refinements and that the de¬ 

termination of the neutron detection efficiencies demands a 

more extensive investigation. It is planned to conduct 

further investigations into these matters in the near future 

and to eventually extend the techniques to the reaction 

2 
H (n,2n)p in search of a possible state of the di-neutron. 
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APPENDIX I: KINEMATICS 

The problem considered is that of a nucleon of labora¬ 

tory momentum F and mass m incident upon a deuteron at 
0 0 

rest with respect to the laboratory system and a resulting 

reaction which leaves three separated nucleons in the final 

state. The present treatment will be limited to a simple 

non-relativistic, kinematical solution, and the solution 

will be simplified by requiring that the reaction particles 

lie in the same plane. The directional convention used may 

be conceived by use of the following diagram: 

(out) 71 

P 
cr 

(in) ’J\ 

\V * e' 

(out) P, 

(out Pr 

where subscripts refer to the incident and final state 

nucleons, Fs refer to moments, and the angles 0. are posi- 
« l 

tive when measured on the indicated side of the beam axis. 

Representing kinetic energy by T and the energy required to 
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break up the target nucleus by -Q, one has from the laws of 

conservation of energy and momentum the following three 

relationships: 

1 
T + Q = 2 
o 

mn 

Prt = P.cos 9 + P0cos 0O + PoCOS 9„ oi i d. d i 3 

0 = P^sin 9^ - PgSin 92 - P^sin 9^ 

By employing simple algebra one has 

(1) 
-B-(B - 4AC)1/^ 

P2 = 2A 

where 

A = 2 (n^ + m3^ 

B = (j^) (P1cos ^ + 92) - PQcos 92) 

C = Tx - TQ - Q + (l/2m3)(P^ + P^ - 2PQ P^OS 9^ 

Thus, for a given value of P^ there are in general two 

distinct solutions for P, These two solutions will be dis¬ 

tinguished by the designations P2+ and P2_, 
corresP°nding 

to whether one selects the positive or negative sign in equa¬ 

tion (l). The relevant experimentally observable quantities 
2 r§+ if. 

5% • and t2_ - • 
are T = -JL_ , T 

2m^ 2 + 
9 Therefore, for 
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any designated values of 9^, 9^ and bombarding energy Tq, 

the possible combinations of and Tg are determined. 

Without further assumptions concerning the mode of 

reaction leading to the final state, the above is the limit 

of information to be extracted from kinematics. The follow¬ 

ing two modes of reaction will be considered and shown to be 

kinematically distinguishable; 

(a) The compositie nucleus resulting from the combina¬ 

tion of incident nucleon and target nucleus breaks up spon¬ 

taneously into the three final nucleons. 

(b) The composite nucleus breaks up by a sequential 

process in which one of the nucleons is emitted in its final 

state and the other two are emitted in a virtual state 

which in turn breaks up into the respective nucleons in 

their final states. 

If the reaction proceeds via process (a), no further 

kinematical conditions arise, and the solution is that already 

obtained. However, if the reaction proceeds via process (b), 

the emitted two nucleons more strongly associated with one 

another in the intermediate step will give rise to an 

additional energy equation relating their interaction. One 

of course also has the obvious intermediate momentum relation¬ 

ships. Designating the two nucleons closely associated in 

the intermediate stage by a and b and the third nucleon by g, 
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one has, where Ea^ is the interaction energy, that 

T + Q = T + T , + E 
Q g ab ab 

p = p cos 9 + P , cos 9 , 
o g g ab ab 

0 = P sin 0 -P sin 9 
g g ab ab 

which immediately give 

= P2 + P2 - 2 p P cos 9 
ab o g o g g 

Tab - p: ab' ab 

from which one obtains 

<S> Eab - To + « - Tg -<l/*«fcb)<po + pg " 2 Vg 003 ®g> 

Since particle 1 has been chosen as a reference par¬ 

ticle, it is clear from the general kinematical considera¬ 

tion that Eab indicates Eg^ will be a single valued function 

of , whereas E^2 
and E.^ will be double valued functions 

of T^, the distinction, as before, being dependent on 

whether one selects P2 + or P2_. In keeping with prior no¬ 

tation therefore, the solutions will be designated E2^, 

E]_2+, E^2_, and E^^ • Eor reference purposes, their 

explicit forms are listed below; 
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*23 ■ V « ■ Tx -(l/2m23)(P® + P® - 2P0PX cos 91) 

B13± - T0 + ® ' T2i - d/Sm^KF2 + P2+ '2P
O

P
2± 

003
 V 

E12± = T
0 

+ « + E^)-d/2m3)((F0-C±)2+D2) 

where 

C+ = P^cos 9^ + P2+ cos ©2 

D+ = P-^sin 9^ - P2+ sin 9g 

The general kinematical relationships which are valid 

for process (a) are also valid for process (b). In process 

(b), however, there exists the additional condition given by 

equation (2), and therefore one expects for such a reaction 

that certain regions of values for the interaction energy 

will be preferred above others. These preferred values cor¬ 

respond to virtual states of the combination (a+b). 
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APPENDIX II: RECOIL PROTON ANALYSIS 

The neutron energy versus detector output pulse 

height relationship presented in Figure 10 of section III 

was calculated using the method presented in Marion and 

presented here. 

Assuming single scattering, the recoil proton energy 

spectrum is given by the following relationship providled 

the n-p scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass system 

(which is a good approximation below 14 Mev. neutron ener¬ 

gies ): . 

N(E) dE = N1dE/EQ for E less than EQ 

where N(E) is the number of recoil protons having an energy 

between E and E + dE and E is the incident neutron energy. o 
N^ is the total number of recoil protons in the spectrum. 

Let ED be a fixed energy, corresponding perhaps to a 

discrimination setting, and consider 

Fowler, and a brief account of their treatment will be 

0 for E greater than EQ 

D 

N(E)dE . 
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For the ideal case considered above, one has 
ETJ 

I (E ) = (Nn )(l - rr—), i.e. a straight line intersecting 
V 1 

the energy axis at energy E . 
o 

For the real case, distortion effects will occur due 

to the non-linear response of the crystal and statistical 

fluctuations in the photon wavelengths resulting from energy 

transferred to the crystal by the protons. Such effects 

present themselves as non-linear distortions at the extremes 

of the recoil proton energy axis of the I(E^) versus Ep 

graph. However, given the neutron energy and the recoil 

proton energy integral spectrum, one may find the inter¬ 

section of the linear portion of the integral curve with 

the recoil proton energy axis given in terms of pulse height 

(channel number) and so obtain from several such analyses 

the relationship between neutron energy and maximum detector 

output in terms of channel number of a pulse height analyzer. 

An example of such an I(En) versus E graph is given in u p 
Figure 9 of section III. 
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APPENDIX III: NEUTRON DETECTION EFFICIENCY 

For the case where single scattering only is important, 

the neutron detection efficiency expected for a particular 

crystal may he easily calculated. Let Nc be the number of 
"5 

cargon atoms per cm. and N the number of hydrogen atoms 
3 P 

per cm. in the scintillator. It is assumed that the scin¬ 

tillator is a pure hydrocarbon as in this experiment. Let 

Ap(E) be the total n-p cross-section as a function of neu- 

tron energy and A (E) be the total n-C cross-section as 
c 

a function of neutron energy. If N represents the number 
2 

of neutrons initially present per cm. in the incident 

neutron beam, which is taken to be in the "x" direction, 

then one has 

dN = -N (N A (E) + N A (E)) dx 
o p p c c 

N NQ e 
- (N A (E) + N A (E)) x ' p p' ' c c' '' 

where N is the total number of neutrons per cm. as a func¬ 

tion of position x in the crystal. 

The number of recoil protons N is therefore given by 

N = J N N A (E) dx 
o P P 

where s is the length of the crystal. 
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-(N A (E) + N A (E)) s 
p p c c 

) 

N A (E) + N A (E) 
p p c c c c 

The absolute efficiency is then given by 

where the quantity in parenthesis accounts for any biasing 

effects which prevent detecting neutrons below a particular 

neutron energy B. 

For the crystal used multiple scattering effects may 

produce a small correction, but they are difficult to cal¬ 

culate accurately^) and will be left to be considered along 

with geometrical effects in future investigations. 
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